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it was the equal right of each to have his own interpretation
of the word carried out in the institution in which all his
interests and responsibilities were involved and it therefore became his object to work upon others till he could.

This

was but re,asonable under the circumstances, but these circwnstances were wrong--the error was in the Connected interests
and connec'Ced responsibilities.
gave rise

',,0

It was this conneXion that

the contention and a dissolution of these put

an end to :Lt, and it is to these experiments we are indebted
for the idHas that Individual Sovereignty is to be the redeeming pri.nciple of the world.

This of course includes the

right of ec,ch individual to construe the word Equality or any
word or forms of words in any manner in which his individual
l
mind.may conceive them.
when applied to his or her person or property or responsibilities.

This right being extended to everyone forbids

the extension of any power of one

1 "The same liberty being extended to all limi tsll marked out.
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Get the connected executive power to sanction his interpretation of the word.
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over the ferson or interests of another.
Persons once assuming this position with regard to each
other and exercising this Legitimate Natural Liberty, those
words which have so long been the sources of discord, confusion, and bloodshed, would suddenly and as by magic become harmless and men could discuss them disinterestedly and
con~equently

o
10

with moderation.

This natural Liberty or Individual sovereignty would
set up everyone above all authority, above all verbal laws,
above all government but that ofl self government and in
the place of what is now government SOCiety would probably
have representation or agents in reality,2 rulers, as 3 now
profess to be in the United states.

1 "Himself and herself over his or her person or property"
marked out.
2 "Instead of" marked out.

3 "They" Jmj.rked out.
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Among these

IN'OrdS

are Liberty, Morality, Religion, Vice,

Virtue, prud'9nce, patriotism, public good, Utility, industry, high station, low station, philosophy, Intelligent etc.,
all creeds, verbal rules, laws, dogmas, controversial arguments and all other verbal processes.

It is for the unspeakable

interest of all men that each and every human being assume
and exercise his and her inalienable right to construe and
apply all verbal processes l according to their own peculiar
interpretation and it is not for the interest or happiness
of any parties that any power should interfere to prevent
the exercise of this inalienable Natural right, whenever
all the Interests and responsibilities which are now connected
can be Individualized, so that no one can involve another's
person or property in his movements.
The first step towards this individualisation is to determine what is the property justly belonging to each individual.

Is it not the produce of his or her labor or an

equivalent in labor when exchanged? and a share of natural
wealth?

1 uToward their own persons ane propertyll marked out.
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It may be asked what is meant by the wo:rc1 equivalent.

10

I leave it to the interpretation of each individual, but

1.

mean any thing which cost the producer an equal amount of
sacrifice of comfort, or of exertion and would refer to time
or a mode 01' estimating it, but leaving it wi to each one to
judge for hiTIself and for herself in each case what constitutes a satisfactory equivalent.

I would attempt to carry

nothing by any verbal law or rigid rule or any other power
but that of the individual concen1ed but I can present some
facts which will probably ind.:uce Hlen ani women to demand
an equivaler..t for their labor which will be very different
from that which is now called by the same name, but they
must distinctly understand that no combination nor conneXion
nor organisation is proposed except such as leaves every
one at all times free: to dispose of his or her person time
and property in any man.n.er he or she may choose.

And no one

should be ulvolved in any responsibility for the opinion or
actions of others in cor:sequence of the fact of meeting at
the

S~lle

place for SOCial purposes.
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The word Liberty is the pivot upon which all the institutions of men have often turned and are still turning,
but they are turning only to be revolutionized again and as
often as a:1Y new interprE:;tation is given to the word--The
onlyl guarantee against revolution and violence and the
only security for person ana property and for the free pursuit of happiness will be founa in each Individual interpreting it for himself and herself and for their own individual interests.
2The great the real reformation required by society
is the Individualisation of all interests and all responsibilities

and

all Executives, the executives always in-

curring the consequences of its own decisions.
To

careful~

avoid all artificial or verbal Unions

or organizations, but leaving these to be the natural
growth of similar interests and sympathies.

1 "Security for the permanence (person)11 marked out.
2 liThe great, the real reformation required them is to
obtain a clear and unequivocal estD~ate (Individual
rights) II marked out.
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None of the theories of morality are followed out
in practic€:--why? because the circumstances in which we are
placed do r..ot admit it and none of the theories yield to
circumstances.
The tyranny of church government or disCipline grows
naturally (lUt of associated responsibilities--The body beiIl!:
implicated in the character of its individual members, gives
that body a Right to sit in judgement on every act of the
individual;; and the more consistently the body attends to
this business, the nearer it approaches the character of tre
Inquisition.
The remedy is obviously in Individuality. 1

1 This page is done in the writing of a later period and
is obviously a.n addition.
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Nodern Times
July

1860

Conversational Development

s.

saj.d lithe only objection I have heard to the formula"

every one

~Lct

at his own cost" is that there were so few

cases wheTEl we could act at our

0'WI1

cost, it seems an im-

practical t.hing. 1t
·w.--yes, it, does, unfortunately seem impracticable in almost
every thing, and it is precisely for that reason, and for no
ot..1.er that almost everything needs to be remodled so as to
~

it practicable.

If it was practicable now, no society

revolutions would be needed--all would be right now if every
one did act, at his own cost, or the formula would prove itself defective.

It is because it is impracticable now, that

we demand c:onditions in which it shall be possible.
come to

thl~

question what conditions are necessary?

Then we
The an-

swer is pr.i.ncipally found in Individuality of interests.

It

is impossible to act at own cost just in proportion to our
entanglements with others.
and want to

If you and I own a house together,
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paint it, it is as much agreement as we could look for between us (considering our natural djfferences of opinion)
i f we could coincide in the idea of having it painted, but

when we com.e to decide upon the color, we ma.:y naturally expect to differ in taste--I can not have my way without
preventing you from having yours--both are equally entitled
to be gratj.f'ied at his own cost, but here I must have my
w<f9 at your cost or you at mine. 1
it that is wrong here?
ferent tastes?

What is the matter?

What is

Is i t wrong that we should have djf-

Who will undertake to produce conformity?

That being impossible, what possible solution is there but
Individuality of property in the house?
if you
arisen.

ownE~d

If I owned it or

it individually the difficulty never would have

Wo m<f9 safely connect ourselves or our affairs only

so far as 'lIie are sure to coincide--this certainty is found
only in

thE~

sphere of the absolutely (and universal.lj) true.

That paint is a preservative of wood would not be likely to
be a point upon which difference of opinion would occur because the lmiversal experience probably confirms it.

But

what we need is to preserve the conditions in which i t is
possible to differ in act as well as in

1 "What is the solution?\t marked out.
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taste and opinion without crossing, counteracting or disturbing eaeh other, or doing so at the cost of each other.
!lIt is from such considerations that truths that are universal (and not merely partial) become of immense value as
the material for the f01.md.ation of our society superstructure,
because th(:lY only will ensure us l the harmonic co-incidence
demanded f'Jr success."

s.

"Now,

will take for instance the drunkard.

'Ile

He cannot

act at his own cost because he involves his family in destruction and they must for self preservation restrain him.1t

w.

"Certainly, if they have the means to do so.

the means?

None have yet been

discovered--~lith

But what are
all the immense

exertion and suffering around us the evil still goes on.

Are

you not tired of waiting for a remedy?

s.

ttWhat "iiould you propose as a remedy?"

w.

ItA

part of the true remedy would be found in the indivi-

duality of interests as in the case of the house.

The wife

and Children shOUld not depend for their support upon a
drunken man.

There should. not be a communion of property

between them."

1 "Against 1t marked out.
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s.

"But eyen then, the wife and children would still

suffer sympathetically for him and with him, so that
he could not then act at his own cost."

w.

"Certainly, and therefore, to effect a complete re-

medy, we are obliged to bring in another application of
the "Cost principle ll or the "principle of Equivalalts. 1I
If the making and vending of intoxicating liquors afforded
no more pr,:>fit than the useful and beneficial pursuits no
one would be engaged in manufacturing or vending them, and
then, there would be no drlUlkardsl"
S.

IIThat appears clear and conclusive; but lUltil this

principle can be brought into mature operation, what would
you do?tt

w.

"I would strive to introduce it, knowing very well that

it was worse than useless to contend with a
not bearing

fig~. tI

1 This word is illegible, appears to be IIrepas.t1

1 tree for
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Conversational Development
H.

I listened to your conversation on indiviauality of

property wit.h considerable interest and it seemed to lead
logically to the dissolution of the communism of the family
property.

w.

It does--and therein 'Will be found a whole host of solu-

tions to family troubles that never will bless the mental
vision of mankind from any other source.

I might say that

the only indications of remaining wisdom that I have seen in
the legisla.tion of these states, is in the fact that seven
or eight of them have come to recognise the necessity of
Individualising the property of tne wife from that of the
husband

l~ friend remarked to me once, Mr. & Mrs. T

-----

are going 1:.0 get a

divorce--~'or

what reason?

I asked.

Why,

it seems that he wantec to sell their property in town and
move to
never

thl~

aga~1

country; and she insisted to remain in town
being so well suited.

He feared that he could not

maintain· t:le family in town, and she equally feared the same
thing from the proposed removal.

1 "In 1832" marked out.
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They talked a great deal to convince each other without success, and. the feeling s began to get raised--one said
the other

Wf,S

self willed--the other retorted--every word

became hottElr and hotter, till they could talk no longer.
The friends interfered to reconcile matter, but without
effect, and nothing now can be done but separate.
what I assert is that if :t-lrs. and 1'1r. T

Now,
had always

kept their ;?roperties separate, they would not have separated
from each other on account of inability to agree as to the
joint administration of it.
Again--another friend remarked that l'Ir. & l'flI's. P

----

were "going to get a divorce. II

Ah, well, what is the matter?

Why, when they married, they both belonged to the Methodist
Church, but since that time he has become a CatholiC, and
is afraid t.he Children will be lost unless they are brought
up within the Catholic Church, while she is equally afraid that
they must burn forever in hell if they are thus brought up.
They have talked and ta lked and argued and argued till they
have exhausted all their resources and their capacities for
forbearanco--The friends have endeavored to reconcile matters,
but all to no effect--There
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is nothing left but to separate."
Now, I conclude from this statement that had they not
entered int,o a joint or communistic responsibility at their
marriage--but if it had been Inoividualy vested in either or if
~

had had the responsibility for the education of the boys

and she for the girls, this rupture could not have occurred.
H.

In entering into marriage then, what would you advise in

regard to this?
\i.

I would advise that the deciding power wherever vested

should be individual not communistic like the joint ownership
of the hous:e_
H.

Would you say that the mother or that the father should have

this final decid.ing power?

w.

We have not the power to settle this.

Nature has settled

that already in the Mother certainly for a season and I know no
period or point at which it becomes necessary or expedient as a
rule for the father to take that function from the mother.
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We caJmot begin to educate children until and only so
far as they assume their own responsibilities which they
can begin to do at 6 or 7 years old, and the Mother necessarily has the charge of them till past this period. II
H.

"Should not the father deCide for the child while he is

bound to support it?"

w.

"Fathers have never been successfully bound to support

even themselves, and never will be till their labor is properly regarded; when this is done there would be no question
arise as to the support of children--they could support themselves after the merest infantile stage.

For this I must

refer you to the operations of the prinCiple of Equivalents.
Three little girls about eleven years old will come to me
tonight to take music lessons, for which, in the common way
I should charge a dollar an hour but on the prinCiple of
Equivalents I take an equal a..'Tlount of the labor of their
little hands or feet (in going of errancis) so that what
would in the common way be entirely out of their reach is
brought
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at once to them.
H.

But yO'll cannot live by it?

w.

I can live better by it than I can without it even pecu-

niarily.

If I demanded even a quarter of a dollar (in com-

mon money) per hour, neither of these little ones could
aff oro to take the lessons and my time would bring me in
nothing--pernaps be spent in something worse than nothing.
Whereas they can save rre in many little ways as many hours of
my O'Wn incases where my time is of great value to me.
H.

This is a strange subject!

I get lost in it--I don It

know--nowwhere I am.

w.

Well then, let us see--we were talking about Individu-

ality and I have only led you into some of the details of life
showing its immense importance in preventing disturbance, disappointment and defeat, and how, by the aid of Equivalents in
the pecuniary sphere it can be rendered practicable.
I will give you one other illustration.
In l8~8 an acquaintance suddenly presented himself before me
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five hundred miles from home, and said "You are surprised to
see me, bu1:. not more than I am surprised at IT\Yself.

I have

left home probably forever with nothing but what you see
upon me--money, clothes, horses, fann, every thing I ha"Ve
left, and now throw IT\Yself upon the world to begin it anew.

r am ashamEld to tell you the cause, but r must. I will

i f only

in justice to you who have labored with us so much to show

the cause of disturbance which is so strikingly illustrated
in m;y own present trouble.

r desireci him to rest himself and

take his leiisure and more composed moments to explain, and
at a fitting season he gave the following statement.
,,~

wtfe and I," said he, "were setting out a row of

onions in t.he garden.

She remarked that I had set them

crooked--I replied, no matter they were well enough; but she
said that a.s we were foreigners the neighbors were all the time
criticising our fanning gardening and she wanted everything
to look so as to defy their criticisms.
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I replied that I would not trouble mYseli merely to silence
them for the spirit of fault finding, where it existed would
always find some excuse for venting itself, and if we did not
rise above it we should enslave ourselves to it.

But she

was not content with mY philosophy and insisted--I became
a little irritated and made some reply that brought from her
an allusion to an old sore between us, that I felt to the
quick, and replied with severity, that before I knew what I
was doing I had thrown a billet of wood at her, and alarmed
and disgusted at my own conduct, as well as at her I rushed
out of the house, and here I am!
Now,

'~his

was all in consequence of a cOlmmmism of in-

terest in a row of onions.

Chap. 2
H.

Your Individuality seems to go against the common property

idea.

w.

It is exactly in the opposite direction--The conservatives

would have been right in their objections of Communism
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or what is commonly callea socialism.
assumed has proposed more

close~

Every shape it has

connected int€rests than

what conservatism or common life exhibits, while the solution
and the success demanded, requires, as a first step, exactly
the opposite proces5--more indiviauality, disintegration-disentanglEment.
H.

This Ir..dividuality, in as much as it is opposite to com-

munism of property seems logically to be opposed to cormnunism
oil any other united interest--it seems therefore to be opposed
to the ire El Love idea.

wi.

There are so many different ways of understanding that

phrase, (Free Love), we may as well not use it.

Individuality

certainly does forbid the idea of any plural number of persons
expecting attentions from any one person at the same time:

this

subject, however, involves so much, and should be treated with
so much care, that I prefer never to touch upon it in a few
offhand words, in conversation for fear some of them may not be
well chosen, or may not be understood

1 ItMoral interests or personal interests, that is opposed what
is called uni tedt! marked out.
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as I intend them, and yet we must meet that great subject and
see it prospectively harmonised with other great interests
before we can think that true progress is fairly begun.

I

will therefore refer you to a carefully digested document
devotea exclusively to that subject.
H.

OVER 3 ~AVES, AT F 1

I feel a very great desire to get at the harmonic truth in

that subject I feel confident, from the great diversity of
opinions and theories that the absolute final eternal truth
with regard. to it has not yet been reached.
Over

w.

4

leaves

Ah, you have begun the subject for me--I think that the

first great. mistake has been in supposing that there was some
absolute, and final and eternal truth, which when found out
would

inst~illtly

controversy.

settle the subject beyond doubt, and beyond

But our relations to each other are complicated

and this complication is our orm work.

Nature in its simple

primary state 2 unaided by us does not always furnish that which
we want 3 for our greatest attainments primary nature, nature in
the crude stage, does not furnish steam Engines--does not furnish Railroads--letters machinery--scarcely any thing that we
value most highly--and it

1 The follOwing has been marked out with two light lines.
page to the F is marked in the same manner.
2 "Before

1ie

attempt ll rrarked out.

3 "Needll marked out.

Each
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is not until we apply ourselves to the modification and
arrangement of these crude materials that we obtain all
that distinguishes our life from that of the Orangoutang.
We never get. what we call order till we have performed a
part in.

TCI be sure there is a beautiful order in the

leaves of a flower and in many other produc ts of spontaneous
nature, but it is the order that is peculiar to that spontaneous stage and perhaps sufficient for it, but spontaneous
nature never produced well paved and clean streets nor clean
houses--It never places a carpet on the floor nor sweeps it-it never places a bureau here nor a chair there, nor does
it produce any of that order that is indispensible to successful
human life or business in any department--this kind of order
being necessary for our success and convenience is the work
of our own devis ing.
or bad,

bem~ficial

They are our expeoien ts and are good

or injurious according to our wisdom, and

power in adapting them to the ends in view; and I think that
we have got a part to act in adjusting this great interest
in order to realise what we desire from it.

l

1 This page marked out in the same manner as the last was
easily re,ad.
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Of course without the great facts of spontaneous nature
we have no foundation to work upon no material to work with;
but paying all due regard to these and using them as we do the
crude ore from earch with a steady eye to the objects in view
we may possiblyl attain to that which Will best answer our
ends, but

lqf

idea is that we shall not find it in the simple

or crude, spontaneous or divine nature.
Admitting, then, at the Commencement that we have, perhaps a part to act in designing and arranging, as in all
other civilising processes--that we cannot ignore devices
and expedhmts we will simply enquire what are the blessings we
wish to attain and what are the evils to be avoided, and then,
what are the best means wi thin our present knowledge whether
in

spontam~ous

nature or in the region of our expedients of

securing these and avoiding those?
In tht~ spontaneous, primary, barbaric or divine state 2
before

exp~~rience

has taught anything about consequences

1 uPlace ourselves eventually as far above or beyond what is
now realised in attaining to a condition in regard to the
affectional relations, as far superior to what we see portray in the newspapers all around us ll marked out at the time
of writing.
2 "State" substituted for "stage."
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we see the intercourse of the sexes governed by feeling alone,
without thought.

Immediately there is jealousy, clashing

claims ana counteracting pursuits.
suicides and violence of all kinds.

Heart trials, murders,
These consequences suggest

the idea of the marriage institutionalism, but the devisers of
the institutions ignorant of the kim of creature for whom they
are legislating fashion, the institution with only barbaric
materials and so produce the same disasters in
While forbid.ing one murder, commits others.

l

ot~r

things.

While attempting

to put an end to confusion, they give rise to hypocrig, despair, and suicides and evils innumerable so that now where institutionali.sm is thrown off there is a return to the primitive or spontaneous state with an accumulation of experience
that may guide the future more successfully, but still beset
with evils.
We wiD. now contemplate the evils incident to that stage
which we stlll will call the spontaneous stage though invested
with all

thE~

experience and lights of the past--the state in

which there is no arrangement, no mutual understanding, but
still high jntelligence, the best of impulses, good taste,
a 2 sacred rElgard to all feelings and rights,

1 "In other forms" IlBrked out.
2 "Perfectlt marked out.
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£u~ ~t!l1: ~!i!:h£u~

!Ill

£a~!c~~r_a!r~~ent.

The most

attractive are at once surrounded with many admirers,l
:for what p'lrposes?

If the purpose or object is left to

conjecture there is doubt and confusion in all2 each not
knowing

tht~

wishes of the others does not know how to act

towards thl:lm.

He does not know whether to consider them

rivals or not.

If they know that they are rivals for the

highest hO:l0re then commences (involuntarily)

the concealed

strife for success--the prize that is to be :for that time
at least i.s equally embarrassed, she cannot make a selection
without wo"mding the feelings of all except one, while at
the sruoo t:lrne she decides more perhaps from necessity than
:from partieular partiality.

Admitting that most of them are

persons of good culture and refinement and of noble natures,
the compru1ionship of either might be equally agreeable to
her.

TheI'l:l is, however, embarrassment here to her, and dis-

appointment. to all expectants but one.

These are both evils

to be avoided.
Then

<:~omes

the after

I nBut nature insists on individuality" marked out.
2 ItMen" marked out.
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1st There is the confusion and counteraction of rivalry-we will not. speak of jealousy or the violence, murder or
ill will

~ld

wretchedness resulting therefrom because we

begin with the knowledge that one affection does not
extinguish another.

necessari~

That fact is the specific remedy for

jealousy. I
But confusion and ernbarrassm,mt must all the time exist
allDng any number, even of the most refined people, who pursue the same object which one only can possess at the same
time.
2

This confusion is to be remedied.

The principle object of the common marriage institutions

is for the pecuniary support of the wife

and

children.

This

has never been accomplished properly but can be most effectually by the proper reward of all Labor.

3 2

1 "This is one of the" marked out.
2 liThe same time we are taught by sad experience not to crush
humanity to death in for the sake of saving it from embarrassm4mt. Individuality is in one phase the element of
the order while" marked out under 3.
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and it would be remedied by aITangement by which only one
individual would expect the particular companionship of one
person.

While this would remedy the confusion, it would, if

1
it were continued too long, lead to indifference, apathy,
ennui,2 of both parties while many would suffer equally from a
wish to

en~joy

the charm of change which each of these is

dying for. 3
F

For the present I will only say that there seems to have
been a very great mistake made in supposing that Nature or
a divinity had already provided the infallible truth on this
subject which we have only to discover and to follow.
conviction is that
having

watc~hed

~

ourselves have a part to act.

Ny

After

experiments and consulted consequences, I am

at present in favor of a mode adopted centuries ago by the
Persians, t.ogether with some additions which seem to be demanded to secure freedom, peace, and order in the highest
particular degree.

1 "Were like most marriage insitiutions to be limited onlyll
marked out.
2 "Disease" marked out.

3 This ends the marked out section of the MSS.
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That mode is this.
The smrual relation is founded on the affections only.
No property or other interests are mixed up with it.

Two

persons of opposite sexes understand between themselves,
without ~r public notoriety, that (in order to avoid confusion, embarrassment and all, the otre r evils inciEient to
the

1 state,) they will be the particular

individual:~ companions of each other in that particular
relation, ;~or a certain specified time.3

At the expiration

of which time, the arrangel1J3nt is positively to end--to be
renewed,

~~

course, if each prefers it--both being per-

fectly fre,~.4

2

Ana that either party may put an end

to the arr.:mgement at any time--but if no notice is given
to that effect each is assured. that the arrangement is
still pref·erred.

3 If5 either violates the conditions of the contract, it
is to rest, as all other contracts should, upon the payment of danages (Equitably estimated).

1 This was illegible, appeared to be uno arrangeroont tl •
2 ItSexual lt marked out.

3 "Say, six month or a year, atll marked out.

4

IIAnd during the time specified and atll marked out.

5 "any deviation from the contract isll ;narked out.
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to the injured party.
As soon as the arrange:ment is entered into l (although
it being a private affair no one else is entitled to know
any thing abclut it further than to know that they cannot

be entertained in that particular for the present) this can
be ver,y simply and. delicately made known by a certain kind of
ring worn in sight as now practiced or by any other particular
indication of the fact.

In this way anyone can pass and

associate with friends with a freedom and even with affectionate regard to either sex which are impossible where 2
promiscuity is asserted or even 3 left to be inferred.
-When we: come to reflect and see how this works and

penetrate lllto the subtle beauties of its action

co-lateral~

with the principles of "Equity", I think it will leave us but
little to want for, and the embarrassment on this subject"
the Great o"::lstacle to still greater solutions seems to be
melted

~way.

Throughout all this there is not a particle of surrender
of the right of individual sovereignty.

It is adopted volun-

tarily both for the Attainment of that repose, order, and
full enjoyment which can not be attained in the absence of
some mutually understood arrangement.

1 "Or is f ()r any" and then
cular" ~irked out.

II

if both wear a ring on a parti-

2 Mr. Warrt~n seems to have the perfectly nonnal problem of
choosing words for delicate subjects. "Unqualified ll , "Unlimitedlt , ItFreedomll are marked out.

3 II Allowed'l marked out.
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H.

What is the object of deterroing beforehand that the

arrangement f:hall come to an end at a time fixed on?

w.

It is done partly in reverence for the great law of in-

evitable cha.nge stamped on every person and every thing-partly to pr!)vide against the Oisasters ofl hasty alliances-partly to provide for some unforseen contingencies, all without
the disappointment, chagrin, h9art trials, and violence that
now attend any change which takes place after having admitted
that the attra.ctions and alliances are to be permanent.

ltJhat-

ever there is in our motive in the nature of things around
us that is not liable to change will remain permanent, however we may legislate about it--we do but provide for that
wich is liatlle to cmnge, and at the same time, guard against
the other extreme of devoting too much to the pursuit of
change and paying too dearly for it 1
H.

But i f either party may put an end to it any time by

giving notiee to the other, what prospect is there of it
being conti.::lued any longer than it suited both parties?
being bound by nothing but their preferences at the time,
it would seem to amount to no arrangement.

w.

If the arrangement itself has any good reason for conunencing,

it has good reasons for continuing, unless unforseen events
transpire, all of which are provided for, and if they occur
so as to induce the desire on either side to discontinue, then

1 "Illassortedlt marked out.
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discontinuing it is a part of the arrangement itself and
as both are 8.t liberty to discontinue by giving notice
and if neithE~r does give such notice at

c;rv

time l both

have a constant assurance that the arrangement is preferred and complete confidence which is required as the
basis for repose 2 •

Without this freedom on both sides 3

this confidence and repose are impossible4

and

without

them no one can safely venture into tre sacred depths
of this relationship.
H.

Your statements seem very much like those of old

institutione,lism to the effect that to attain this confidence in the durability of the alliance, it ought to be
made indissoluble.

w.

Very well, whatever is in its nature indissoluble,

unchangeable will remain unchanged as I said before-but what ever is in its nature, liable to change, we have
no power to render unchangeable.

The difference is, while

old institutionalism ignores all inevitable tendency to
change and presumes that its mandate can fix everything
into the unchangeable, I recognize the law of change as
inevitable in some respects, and by providing for it, secure all
benefits of the unchangeable and avoid

1 "Theref ore, and only til eref ore II marked out.
2 "As the baSis of that deepest and m
? repose", "for the
highest I:;njoymen t of that relationshiplt marked out.
3 UTo put an end to thLs tI marked out.
4 "This is one of the beautifult' marked out.
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the disasten. consequent on1 building upon tre sand.
Change, 'When provided for, does not necessarily imply
rupture, but it does so, when not provided for.

H. 2r

don't know that

r

should expect this arrangement to

be adopted b.r those who have not had experience similar to
that on which it is based; but I should hope that less of
it3 with the assistance of these suggestions might save them
from many a pang and from infinite embarrassment.

Chap.----July

II

9, 1860

Truth--ab solute , pure, unadulterated truth, when brought to

bear upon mld regulate social life is so transcendently
beautiful

~)d

beneficent that there is danger of mis-

applying our time and means in pursuing any and all truths,
because they

~

truths or because we may possibly find some

new truth, although when found, not the least use can be

1 ttAttempting the impossible!! marked out.
2 nyou say that any deviation from the contract should be referred to the common mode of adjustication damages to the
injured party--these damages being Equitably divided l1 marked
out.

3 "Might prompt ll .m.arked out.
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made of it.

In this way I think reformers haved missed their

aim generally..

A very intelligent gentleman, one with a large

stock of information on things important and unimportant said
to me, when I declined going into the pursuit of some 1ll1important theme--ltDon't you think you ought to get aLl the information you can, on all subjects?1l

-vihy no, I do not--If I were

to undertake that, I should never make any use of the truths
I !mow alreac:y.

I know some now that I want to put in practice

when I come t.o feel the IIdemand ll for fuller information on
some particular point I will then thankfully receive it, but
even then I ;3hould want to go to the one that I might far

many reasons prefer as teacher.
I know of no way to preserve ourselves from this kind of
intoxication but to follow the order of our wants.

To attend

first to the things first needed and pursue the supply till
we see some good reason to stop.
I have spoken of unimportant truths--I mean those whose
importance ,1e do not perceive.

It may, some time, be thought
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important

1;0

determine how :many moschetoes l can be generated

in a given area of water--what exposure, what temperature

et~.

are the most favorable--how many legs they have and whether
always a Ulliform Ulunber--but before I should want to employ
ll'\Y time in the pursuit of such truths I should want to have

settled some practical reliable way of procur!:,ing food, clothing,
shelter, ruld fuel and heart repose for myself at least, if not
for the suffering millions of the best of men and women on
earth.

July

25 J IB60--How large a thing a little thing may

beco~

!

How often :l t has been seen that with twenty men or women
taking the right positions and working from the true inspiration

:~or

those results which alone can come from true

principles could successfully begin the revolution which is
so much ne t3ded, and that its growth from that beginning
would naturall¥ extend outwards indefinitely.

In view of

this almost, self evident fact how very important is any one
beginning :In the true spirit! "With what heartfelt joy I
listened today to tiE

1, This mW3t be mosquitoes.
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first proposal to work a sewing machine Equitably 1 from one
who really appreciates and understands what the proposal involves.

There have been several professec lovers of Equity

that as soon as they have become possessed of a sewing machine
and had therein the means of exhibi ting

so~

of the sublime

beauties of the Equitable prices, have suddenly come in
possession at the same time of some (to them) very plausible
reasons why the machine could not be worlced for 'tEquitable lt
prices t
There was this and that and the other gooci objections
to it being worked at the same rates as common labor 1 But
tod~,

now,

suspen~e

for the first time in all these years of tedious

Mary A. Chilton proposes not only to let her machine

be used for the price of its wear but to teach the use of it,
being paid only Equivalents for her labor, and also to do
work on it for equivalents, charging nothing for the advantage of

th(~

machine, and still further to show that grand

feature of Equivalents which rewards lal::or in proportion to
its

disag:n~eableness

used.

arising from its being insulted and ab-
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Whenever a superficial writer wants a type of female
crudity an.d want of culture taste ana feeling he at once
selects the washerwoman as his illustration.

This makes

washinG repugnant to women who feel the injustice of the
approbriwr.., and l1rs. Chilton recognises at once the justice
of compensating for this repugnance overcome and proposed to
give ten hours of her labor and skill with all the advantages of the machine for six hours of washing.
Not only is this a splenoid illustration and example
of this principle of Equivalents, but it will put it out
of the power of the owners of other machines in the neighborhood to take any undue advantages of their machines and. compel them to work upon Equivalent terms and to help on the
general current out of the prevailing pandemonium though
they never might have been the ones to take the first step.
So too let anyone with a little sur-
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plus means take a store for instance, and by placing it on
that principle (provided it reduces the ordinary profits)
and all surrounding stores are obliged to do the same or a
similar thing.
Let a:1Y with surplus money purchase up the products
of labor a.:ld give them out for the Equitable Honey--He
would do w·ell (pecuniarily) for himself in the first transation, after which there would be in circulation an amount
of Equitable money in proportion to the transfer and the
benefits are incalculable.

I once had a musical instru-

ment the price of which was six dollars--a young

r~n

wanted

it but he had no dollars nor any prospect of getting any.
I sold 11im the instrument for a satisfactory amount of his
labor notes--these notes went

immediate~

to others who

wanted his labor as teamster while I got several different
supplies that I needed--the parties who took the notes could
not have paiu him money for teaming because they hadn't it.
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The young man learned to play it and paid for it in the
same way, because he could afford to do that but could not
have paid :rnonEU.
Now, in this case the young man got an instrwnent and
learned to play it gratifying all the village--I got wbat I
wanted, and a half' a dozen othe rs got the use of a team-altogether quite a moving of the wheels of life--when, if I
had required common money for the instrument or teaching
nothing of the kind would have taken place and the instrument being useless to me, would have remained dead on my
hands.
A large portion of our transactions may be placed on
this basis with similar advantages to all concerned if only
we are watchftrl. to turn the opportunities to account.

~Jhat

I see to be a great obstacle to progress is the disposition
to sit down and

theori~e abstract~
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about it and seeing some cases where it cannot inunediately
be done, and therefore conclude that it is not practicable.
I assent to begin with that it is impracticable in many
things all at once and therein is the safety of i t--if it
were practicable all at once, the change would be too great
to be borne--the only desirable way to introduce such changes
by degrees.

INDIVIDUAL SOVEREIGNTY

10

See Individualities of nature
Individual Sovereignty is an inalienable right of our
Nature denied the idea from the fact that we have no power to
make ourselves like other persons.
The sights, sounds, tastes, smells together with the
external anti internal feelings which each has experienced,
constitute the world; ana as these are differently collected
and combined in each indivioual so each individ.ual is a cistinct world by himself and herself, and each should, like
the different planets of the universe have his ana her sphere
to move in suff'icientJ..y distinct from others to be able to
pass through life without coming in

coll~sion--with

each other.

We ma;)T approach in the social condition as closely as each
chooses but the liberty to differ according to the choice of
each can noaver be viol2. ted with impunity.
This liberty however is violated and always has been
violated

~1

every organisation of society of which I have any

knowledge c3ither ancient or modern and this the great fatal
mistake of all mankind, and most dearly--most dreadfully have
they paid the penalties of this violation of our Nature's
perfect lau

1 The numbering of this page is arbitrary due to the fact that
there are many blank pages in the notebook between this and
the last entry. This is a right hand page and so receives
the odd number.
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This perfe.::t law of Individual liberty forbids the erection
of any pOW'9r over the person or property of the Individual
If this be true, then all systems of government and all laws

and all pO"io1erS which assume control over or claim the right
to govern the individual against his or her will ARE FALSE.
The foundation of this error is generally laid in the very
first step towards the organization of society; it has been
admitted without examination and has been built upon in ever,y
possible mode; but the building has no sooner fallen ani crushed
its thousands than another is erected in its place to work similar ruin, While the subtle rottenness of the foundation
remains hidden, unseen, unexamined, unmoved. I

1 !tWe now however declare that the foundation of all the
social fabrics written our knowledge is erroneous and
being defective and false has caused all the hopes and
expectations and has produced all the suffering of the
social c ondi tion of society to be disappointed but that
the elements of a successful and happy social condition
are everywhere within human reach.1I This last paragraph
on page 106 is marked 0 ut.

Voluntary Subordination

17

Natura.l liberty or Individual Sovereignty ca.1ls for Freedom
of choice in all cases under all circumstances & at all times.

By freedom of choice I nean exemption from the control of
other persons in distinction from the natural ane irrestible
control of circumstances.
All social arrangements should admit of this freedom of
choice of ,every individual and all subordina.tion should
be voluntary.

As for instance in the performance of a piece of

music at a private party each one who takes a part subordinates
himself

voluntari~

to the lead of one person, the necessity

of this is so obvious that it controls the choice,

~

it is

not persons that compel this subordination and here is the
distinction.

It is between or force of circumstances or neces-

sity each being his

O\>ll1.

judge of it and the control or force

of persons or authority that we must draw the great broad line
which is to distinguish voluntary from involuntary subordination.
The one is in perfect accordance with a natural personal
liberty which constitutes the chief element of the happiness
of human beings anc the other violates it and is the chief
cause of the Bedlam like confusion which pervades all ranks and
conditions of mind.

1 There are blank pages between this and the last entry. This
entr,r is written in the blue ink and seems, from the writing,
punctuation and spelling to have been written in the New Harmony
1840 period.
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If a house be opened for social purposes and the keeper of

it

require~i

from ever,y one on entering an equivalent for his

labor in preparing the accommodations etc. here is no violation of freedom of choice--the person who wishes to enter
is free from any personal control to pay the price or not, and
the keeper exercises no control over anything but his own individual interest and his ino.ividual responsibilities.
The entering party, havin€ the conditions distinctly before him is free to consider them ane to compare the price
with the value of the purchase ana. may accept or decline
Without sub,jecting himself to any collision with the first
party.

So far the natural Liberty has remained unfringed,

but i f the party enters

and

there finds some new condition or

compl-l,ance. required of him contrary to his own views or feelings,
and i f he is not permitted to accept or reject the condition
this is a vj.olation of his natural liberty and will be likely
to be follOllred by consequences more or less disagreeable;
consequences. which will disturb to a greater or less extent
the social sympathies or social order.
Thus in the attempts to

organi~e

society men have laid

down general rules and indefinite propositions in words as
the basis of
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the social compact which the entering party construed according to his own Individual views, and. he is therefore said. to
exercise his free choice regarding the conditions, but no
sooner has he passed the enterance than he has found these
verbal rules and laws to contain concitions he knew not of
and. to be subject to different applications by almost every
different member of the body--the vote of the majority is
the next

r~sort

which acts as a power to compel those who

differ into involuntary subordination.

This is a violation

of the na t.ural liberty which appe ars inevitable under the
circumstances, but the circui1lStances are wrong--are false-the false step is in laying down any verbal processes which
embrace any conditions or applications not distinctly seen and
understood beforehand by the entering parties l •

In this subtle and unseen mistake has originated those
melancholy defeats which have, so far, prevented much improvement in the social condition.

But

m~

we not hope that

when Natural Individualities2 shall be fairly developed, and
when the incapacity of language to express all these individualities shall be subjects of investigation that

I "And upon which they had not the opportunity of exercising
free choice" marked out.
2 IIOf the human character" marked out.
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we shall trust less to forms of words and not suffer them
to become the means of continually defeating our ends.

Our

object is happiness and there is no one element so inoispensable to this as conscious Liberty, anc there is no one source
of tyranny in all shapes and degrees, so prolific as that of
Verbal rules, laws, regulations, dogmas, creeds, religious,
political and moral which embrace conditions or applications
not contemplated by the parties who subscribe to them.
When Indiviciual rights s11all be clearly appreciated,
all rules of social arrangement will be definite--they will
express all their conditions and all their applications, or
if unavoiaably some new application becomes necessary, the

subscribir.g party cannot rightly be bound to sanction or conform to it contrary to his free choice.
If i t be made a rule at a public room tnat smoking of
cigars is not admissable this is definite in all its applications and all would understand it alike and whoever enters
does so in accordance with his own free choice and knows that
as long as he refrains from smoking cigars he will be at
peace l -- but on the contrary if it be made a rule

1 "On that score tl marked out.

III

whoever enters there ... ill be required to contribute to general
order and decorum this would be an indefinite rule ana he might
think

himE~elf

hereby electect co-sur;erintencent of the move-

ments of E'veryone in the room and equally under their scrutini~ing

s:upervision and would feel consequently anything

but comfortable, and the injunction being indefinite he
could neVEr tell when he had filled the measure of its requisition l •

And in this state of embarrassment might all at

once be su.rprisea ano mortifi eo by being told aloud that it
was highly indecorous to take hold of a ladies hand in the
dance 1

If this rule was intended to embrace this particular, it
should have been expressed in the rule itself by which the
embarrassrr.ent, the chagrin and perhaps a fatal duel might
have been averted.

Everyone likes freedom of choice even in

regard to his instructors and the times ana t=laces 01' instruction.
In this case the very step which would be intended to
ensure order would be the source of disorder and as the
general and indefinite rules and articles of associRtion
intended to produce union and harmony among the members of an
organi!ed body invariable become the sources of discord and
contention.

1 "A reflecting person mightll marked out.
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The blind and brutal subordination obtainec through fear of
punishment. in the arrrrr of a despot vJhose use of it is the extention of his power, is involuntary or coerced subordination
ane! works nothing but degradation to the subordinates, an
insane self importance in those who command anu destruction,
disorder, confusion and suffering wherever that arrl1.Y is employed.

The corrective is Voluntary Subordination.

Every

soldier should claim ai'lO eXercise his free choice in every case
in which he was required to act and shoul,,- refuse to ;nove in
any cause but that of the defense of person & property.
The people of Paris, in the

II

three glorious days of Julyll

all impelled by one interest, by connnon suffering and common
sympathy rushed into the streets to put down their oppressors,
but it was innnediately evident to all that while each was left
to doubt or to pursue different courses without any particular
course beDlg marked distinctly out by some individual mind
and some pllrticul&.r direction, tl::lb.t their power could not
be brought to bear to any effect.
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This was so self evident that they all with one voice
on the first suggestion threv; themselves under the direction
of the you.ths of the Politechnic school, and they did this
the more safely as they d.id not j:ledge themselves to obey

any order which their own views and wisnes cid not sanction,
for they 'Kere at liberty at any moment even to disobey any
order of the commander or directors which they might perceive
to clash Viith their objects.

But what was the result?

It

was a straight forward attainment of their object as i f by
miracle! And they exhibited such an example of rigid self
government from all excesses, and such ready co-operation in
the measures rulC movements announced by their leaders, that
it must stand as an everlasting monument

in refutation of

the false and interested doctrine in favor of coercive subordination.

And in proof of the safety, the harmlessness

and righteousness anc the infinite superiority of Voluntary
Subordination. 1

1 "~J.th the pretense of erecting (the necessity) keeping society
in order, the ambitious, the crafty and those who seek" marked
out as the beginning of another paragraph on this page.
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WOrd~i

will not embrace the wide range of destruction,

desolation, of terror and suffering brought about by rulers
by the me;;crls of the coercive subordination which they pretend
is so

necE~ssary

for the preservation of order; but it is the

principal source of disorder throUE;hout the world; from the
annihilation of whole nations at once down to the little
petty jarf; on the domestic hearth.
It he.s often been asked what would become of the great
interests of' society i f they were not looked after by rulers
or law makers.

Let the answer be denied from the real con-

dition of all these great interests at the present time,
compared vdth the amount of blood and. treasure and suffering
which their management has cost the world;l and then let us
ask whether any plrul could possibly work more injustice,
more suffe,ring, or more coni'usion, uncertainty and. insecurity
of person than we supervading all society~

1 "But consider that no individuaL can say that his person or
his property" marked out.
2 IIAt this present time" marked out.
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There is nothing in voluntazy subordination that violates
the Natural liberty of the individual and the fear that
Natural liberty would uproot all order is as groundless
and as futile as the idea that coercive subordination has
benefitted .mankind.
Nothing but the sovereignty of each individual can
prOduce that state of peace, order and security so long
sought in vain

thr~ugh

schemes which violate that in-

alienable and inestimable pe rsonal right.

This is des-

tined to be the Great redeeming principle of the world.

20

PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENT

Mode--By Individual exertion-~~ong

the means of development we require

1st Facilities for interchange of ideas and cultivation of
the social sympathies by meetings--by the Fress, by
Conversations, readings, short adcresses, remarks,
recitations, songs, choruses, Instrumental music,
dancing and other social amusements
These require
A building or

1st book for reading
Johnson's lectures
on language
A NEvi SOCIAL INSTITUTE

To be conducted Individually

or
Robert Owen's
great proposition
and its application
Viz. The Character
is formed for not
by the
Individual

1 There are several blank pages in the notebook between this
and the last entry. This section also written in blue ink.
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C2

A time store which in its details should be arranged
so as to :i.llustrate the principle of Individual Interests,
Individual Responsibilities and In:iividual executives

C
3 A report of wants showing the order of demand and supply
4th Schools 'Nherein chilaren should be thrown upon their
own Individual resources and responsibilities, each being
his own executive, all to be governed by their own reference
to natural rewards and punishments instead of being under
any personal government.

The conductors to act only as friends not masters of scholars,
they paying the conductors each according
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to what he receives of their services upon the principle of
labor for labor.

5.

The EossE,ssion of Land for the removal of such as choose
to associate in parties for the purpose having first equipped
themselves with all the necessary means, mental, moral and
physical.

6.

Shun all indefinite verbal propositions, have no general
laws--no creeds--no pledges without preserving to each the
liberty of construing them according to his or her individual
views.
No connected responsibilities by Association.
No connected interest in property
~

permit

~ ~ ~

of the whole body to rise

above or to assume control over the individual

l20

No prescript:i.on for others against their choice of Laws,
rules, regulations, Religions, morals, politics, Ethics,
manners, Dre;3s, Etiquette, modes, fashions, suborciin&tion,
or in any ot1:J.er manner whatsoever;

But natural liberty

leaves all these to the judgment or feelings of each individual according to Individual Times, persons and circumstances.
The principle of labor for labor, places within the
reach of everyone all kinds of informa tion in Arts, Trades,
and accompltshrnents which are now withheld from the multitude in conHequence of the profits they yield their
possessions 1

1 I am not .sure of this word.
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Among these are pbysic,l Law, Music, Instruction in different
trades most of which may be acquired, some in a few days and
others in a few weeks instead of the customary seven years I
apprenticesh:i.ps.
Females will occupy their proper and rightful position
on~

when they take their share in the more profitable em-

ployments, and the labor for labor principle opens the door
for them to do so.

The Labor for Labor principle rejects all speculation.
It rejects .,,11 interest on money, and

consequent~

all banks

and banking operations, and it
Rejects money itself because it is not a definite
representation of Labor; and because it is issued by
those who do not labor and by that means procure
labor without rendering an equivalent for it.

1 Medicine~

l22

The circulat:.ng medium should represent only that kind
of property loihich is produced by labor (as all natural
wealth shoulli be common) and ~ but the laborer has ~
right to

iss~

claims upon his labor.

The Labor for labor principle reverses the effect
of machinery and in proportion as it throws workmen out
of employ, it works far them thus is this great problem
solved by sjmple, natural justice.

1873 Aug.
}lONEY

I never

kno~

when I have said enough about Money.

It is the pivot upon which every thing turns, and cannot
be too well 'LlIlderstood, and must not be misunderstood.
I have many times been asked why gold and silver
could not be made to answer the true purpose of money if
they were

recogni~ed

as the ernbodlITlent of so much Labor?

There are many objections to this In the first place,
we never can ascertain the labor cost of either of them.
Not long ago, it was announced that a man stumbled over a
lump of gold that woulci make three thousand dollars while
others had l digging and scratching in the dirt six months
and found nothing.

wnat, then, is the Labor Cost of gold 1

ItBut 1Jhy not averale the labor?"

~vell

now let us see

how that wO'1.ld not work. 2Five thousand men abandon the
useful purs·.lits here, spend their money anci time in going
two or three thousand miles to hunt gold.

1 Insertion of "beenll is necessary.
2 ItTwentyll marked out.
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They are to have a share in the findings whether they
all find any or not. 1

Now here is partnership farmec. be-

tween all t11E! gold hunters whether they hunt or lounge about-this communism would imrnediate]s" lead to Quarrels that never
could be settled; but if they ... ere settled and each got an
equal share, some l;JOUld get

TtJha t

they never e';.rre Ci and all

the expenses, time and quarr8ling would be worse than thrown
away because when a 2 ten dollar piece came to be presented
to a flour speculator for a barrel of flour on the ground of
its having cost as much labor as the flour haci, the speculator
could say,

II

It is of no consequence how much either the flour

or the gale costt'--a thing is worth what it 1-Jill bring--"flour
has tDne up."

"I must have fifteen dollars a barrel for it.1t

Now of what use would it be to have found out how much labor
there was in the gold 1 So we must be able to present to the
flour man a positive promise for a barrel of flour on

1 "And whether they try or notll marked out.

2 "Fivelt marked out.
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' on a
demand, anc, this positive promise 1 must be b
ased

positive and sufficient Responsibility--Nothing short of
this can answer our purpose:

and paper or parchment is the

very best material for such promises, and the cost is next
to nothing.,
Then again, it must be prac'ticable for the flour producer

hims(~lf

to make these promises for his own products--

i f any others, even goverrunents, are allowed to do it, they

can contin-le the enslavement of the procucers.

All govern-

ment issue.s of money are so :r.lany drafts upon labor akin to
forgeries

'Jr2

burglary--they get the products of labor by

trick--by stealth or else by force of arms like highway
robbery; extorting by badly 3 f ear--such are all Illegal tender' laws .,md all statutes forbidding Individuals from issuing
their own notes--they dam up the natural flow of the river,
leaving only a narrow passage for the fish into the net set
for them.
No power on earth--no device should be allowed to intervene between the laborer and his or her products; they should
be held sacredly at his or her sovereign control.

1 ttCould not be engraved on the gold by the manufacturers of
flour and to have it done by any other parties would defraud them of the flour tl marked out.
2 ttArsontt marked out.
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Gold, Silver, Greenbacks, and devices heretofore and
now used do intervene and make such confusion that even public writers and veteran leaders do not understand, ana 8ven
say that the philosophy of money is past finding out.
The di.fficulty is in the simplicity of the solution.

~ie

cannot carry Mason work, Carpenter work, or fann products
about to exchange for wha t we wa..'1t, anG therefore require
something t.hat represents these, which we can carry about us,
and which, being circulated, will procure for the holder of
them what they represent; and this is all that is need l of
money or a circulating medium.

1 Change to::> uneeded u is necessary.

Combinations or connections of Interests of Responsibilities,
of Executiv-es, the tombs of Human Liberty and Happ:iness
.Any

combination or

organi~ation

which distinguishes a

party from the rest of mankind cuts off those sympathies

~hich

are the natural and legitimate bond of society and

ought

to have no limits.

~hich

Combination, by erecting a standard of

opinion, of sentiment and of action above that of the individ.ual,
throws

eveJ~one

out of his proper and natural

spher~

of action,

takes from him the power to act upon his own judgement,

ana

his

own individual responsibility, and thus lays a false foundation
for every subsequent movement.
The pl)Wer thus erected by

organi~ation

over that of the

Individual freedom of choice is the great fundamental mistake
which has always defeated the hopes and aspirations of mankind.
The first step towards counteracting this error will be
to constitute every individual its own interpreter of Language.

1 There were blank pages between this and the last entry in
the notebook. This page was upside down in comparison with
the other pages.

1864

Supply
Date

Name

Address

Can Supply

Improved Guitars,
violins, Violas,
Violoncellos etc.
with a superior
improved mode of
tuning and IIMusic
"Remodelledll and
simplified

4

Josiah Warren

Cliftondale, Mass.

July 4

Josiah Warren

Cliftondale, r.lass.

July

July

4

N.G. Simonds
Charlesto'WIl Hain st.
189 Main st.
189
Charlestown, Mass.

July

4

Josiah Warren

Cliftondale

A.E. Giles

20 Old State House

April

1 These pagl~s had come loose in the notebook.
come from the end of the notebook.

(An art for Printing)

Coal at cooperation
prices

Information how
to build
cheap, durable,
comfortable and
handsome houses

Had at date a few
hundred dollars
to invest in
some safe and
profitable way.

They appear to have
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1864
Supply
Date

N~

Address

Can Supply

July 4

Josiah Warren

Cliftonriale, Mass.

Can furnish tools
and implements for
many trades and give
instruction in them
and in Domestic and
Political Econo~
including the mode
of conducting the
College on n'Equitable ll principles.

July 4

N.G. Simonds

189 Main St.
Charlestown, Mass

3 house lots for
sale in Bedford within three miles of
Boston and on the
principal streets
10,000 ft. in a lotprice about 6 ~ts.
a foot.

It

It

It

It

It

A brick house in
Essex st.
Charlestown, Mass.
(No. 29) with 10
rooms.

"

It

It

"

"

1/6 part of the
patent right for
many states for the
Circulating furnace
under steam boilers
to steam fuel.

July 4

Josiahv"larren

Cliftondale, Hass.

Can supply "True
Civilization ll

July 4

Josiah '/Jarren

Cliftondale, Mass.

Many valuable receipts
that have been tested
and can be recommended.
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lML.

Demand

Date
JuJ..y

II

"

4

Name

Address

'~~anted

Josiah Warren

Cliftondale, }lass.

Someone to undertake
and conduct a Ilpolitechnic College for
Boysr!

B.S. Hussey

Charlestown
}lain at 15

Boy 15 or 16 years old
to tend paint store.
Must know how to
write

A. Cogswell

209 Nain st.

An ingenious man or
boy to do light iron
jobs such as mending
locks, fitting keys
etc. Will give five
or six dollars a week.
First rate place

Everybody

Everywhere

Shoes and other
Clothing House, land,
fuel, food, Leisure
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Individualities of Nature
Individual Sovereignty

1

10

Individual Interests (or property)

7

Individual Responsibilities

8

Individ.ual Executive

9

Attention to the happiness of others

2

Not to make arrangements that require
compulsion or violation of Natural Liberty

3

Liberty to differ

4

Liberty to change

5

Natural Liberty impracticable in
combinations and organizations

6

Labor f or Labor

11

Natural Wealth common to All

J2

Labor for Labor rejects all speculation

13

Rejects all Banking and schemes built on money

14

Gives everyone equal opportunities of
acquiring knowledge and property

15

r1akes it difficult for some to live on
the1abor of others without their knowledge
and volunt.ary consent

16

Subordinatlon which does not violate the
Natural Li'Jerty of the individual

17

Order without Laws

18

Association without combination

19

1 This inQex was loose but appeared to havt; been in the back

of the notebook. Some of the numbers are found on other
pages of the MSS, but the original plan seems to have been
inc omple t.e •
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20

1818
Husical engagements in places
in and around Boston

Jan. 3 /

Book

7/

Apr.

r2

1827
18

May

Time store at Cincinnati for
about two years

1829
Har. 30
1830
Jan. 3
Feb. 21

Book B

Cincinnati
It

Aug. 15

Spring Hill, Stark Co., Ohio
arrived at Spring Hill

Book B
Book B

Sept. 2

1834
no date

Tuscarawas

Book B

1840
Jan. 29

New Harmony

Book D

Carthage O.

Book B

Nuclea

Book B

1841
Feb. 27
Apr. 25
May

15

1842

/

July 12

/

/

1843
Harch

Equitable Exchange Store

Book E

Boston

Book F

/

1-9

1848
Aug. 18

1 These pages were in the notebook, written in pencil and did not
appear to be in i,varren I s writing. There were also two pages in
pencil written crosswise which were illegible and certainly not
in Warren I s writing.
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1849

Boston (Is it JWls writing?)
Utopia

Jan. 15

May

14

1850
Aug.

Book F
Book

Equitable Cormnerce No.3 by
SPA

1851-- Modern Times c onmenced

Book A

Mar. 21

24

It

Apr. 15
June 8

II
Aug. 11

1853
Mar. 12

Sept. 5

Washington D.C.
Arri ved at Ml'
While passing through New York
Boston

II

11
II

H

M'1'

Thompson Station L.I.
M.T.

tI

Long Island

tt

1853
Dec. 29

1857
July 2
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1860

Book D

July M.T.

Oct.

14

Book C

M.T.

Nov. 23
1861
March 12
March 21
Feb. 25
Feb. 28
April 26

(Book B)

wng Island
M.T.
Long Island

Book C

1866
Mar.

4

It

II

Boaton
True Civilization
("was got out")

13

1865

"

Thompson Station L.I.

1862
Mar. 2
1863
f"eb.
Feb. 24

II

Wllg Is land

"

It

II

Tremont Row

C1if'tonda1e, Mass.

Book C

1869

Aug.

1870
Oct.
1872

It

It

•

It

Princeton
21
July 10

Book J

May

Book C
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